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Our model portfolios surged! 

Today I want to talk to you about dividends. Armed with a table compiled by Paul (Rickard) and my
own research, I went looking for 10 reliable income-payers, with or without franking, to see if I could
get 6-7% in a challenging interest rate world. Check out what I came up with.

And in his tenth review for this year, Paul (Rickard) reports on how our model income and growth
portfolios performed in October — and things were looking good.

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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10 dividend paying stocks
by Peter Switzer

 
My colleague Paul (Rickard) has been trying to hose
my hopes for potential returns from investing in
dividends, as we learn to live in an unbelievably low
interest rate environment. I know a lot of my
subscribers would like a safe 5% term deposit so they
can sleep easily at night but when we could get 5% at
the bank, inflation was near 3%, so we were only
really getting a 2% real return!

This chart shows the real rate is usually around 2-3%.

Undoubtedly, the real interest rate is terrible, with
term deposits lucky to be 2%, while the latest inflation
rate is 1.7%. So the real rate is just a tick over zero!

This is why dividend-oriented funds like my SWTZ
and Vanguard’s VHY and Beta Shares HVST and
others seeking good income returns have attracted
attention in recent years.

I often make the point to my financial planning clients
that as we get worried about the stock market, we will
transfer into a more dividend-oriented portfolio of
assets and try to maximise the franking credits’
payoff as well.

Looking at history, I thought a 4.5% to 5% dividend
return with franking could deliver around a 6% to 7%
return. Given where inflation is at 1.7%, that’s a
pretty good return. Throw in a bit of capital gain and
that should be the basis of a good fund, which has an

in-built, reliable income flow each year.

However, my colleague Paul Rickard penned a piece
for Switzer Daily telling us that many of our favourite
dividend-paying stocks were likely to be less
rewarding in the future.

Paul pointed out that very low interest rates go with
low economic activity and therefore
lower-than-wanted profits and less fast rising share
prices. This has an effect on dividends. He also
pointed out that as share prices rise and say
dividends don’t change, the new yield falls.

To see his whole argument, which is typically sound,
go to
https://switzer.com.au/4-reasons-why-dividend-yields-
are-falling-and-3-will-be-the-norm/

Here’s the table he produced to give us the heads up
on changing dividends. We all too often use an
historical dividend to work out what we can expect but
the forecasted dividend should be closer to the mark.
To date, we do know that the likes of ANZ are not
cutting their dividend but are pushing their franking
credits down from 100% to 70%, which would be a
real bummer if other banks followed suit. That said,
no other bank is expected to do so.
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So armed with Paul’s table and a bit of help from my
own research, I went looking for 10 reliable
income-payers, with or without franking, to see if I
could get 6-7% in a challenging interest rate world.

I’ve included the rough franking effect and these 10
stocks could deliver around 7%, if you invested in
them evenly. But you must understand the risks
you’re taking, so let me list them.

1. First, you’d have a big concentrated risk
investing heavily in the banks that face
regulatory witch hunts, fintech profit-takers,
predictions of an explosion of non-bank
lenders, banks that have reduced their
money-making activities since the Royal
Commission and shrinking interest rates,
which are also bad for their bottom lines. It
means dividends could be trimmed if rates
keep falling and say a global recession shows
up.

2. BHP and RIO are huge helpers to that 7%
return and history has shown that you buy
miners for growth and not dividends. So this
recent run of great dividends can’t be
expected to last forever. And when they cut,
they can be vicious.

3. If a global recession threatens, many of these
dividends could be cut or trimmed so a 7%
return today could shrink to 4%. But that
would be my “worst case” scenario guess.

4. I’d prefer 20 stocks in my fund and it’s why
SWTZ has 30 or so.

I also showed what the FNArena analysts expect in
terms of capital gain or loss but these could be a lot
higher if a good trade deal excites the market. The
banks and the miners, along with the energy play in
Woodside, would all be beneficiaries of a boosting to
the global outlook for growth, as a consequence of a
better-than-expected trade deal.

In a perfect world, you should’ve been building up a
buffer account fed by those years when your overall
returns topped what you need to preserve your
capital.

For example, let’s say you have $1 million in your
fund and you want 8% because you’re not afraid of
being pro-growth and you want $70,000 a year to live
on. When you make 13%, you should siphon off 5%
into a buffer until that account is say $100,000 plus,
which then is used when your portfolio fails to deliver
the income you want.

In the old days, a term deposit was an OK place to
put this buffer money. But times have changed,
though the validity of stock-buying for dividends
hasn’t. You simply have a tougher market to make
money in so you need to do your homework.

Our upcoming income conference will point out that
there are alternatives to dividends, as well as term
deposits. And while low interest rates are frustrating,
it could actually make you be a better investor.

Sure, you have to give up the safety of term deposits
but as your own fund manager, that’s the job you’ve
taken on. So it’s time to lift your game. I hope we can
help you do exactly that!

Next week I’ll try to find another 10 dividend-payers
that might be rewarding, even in a recession and
market crash.

PS: Westpac’s 16% fall in profit to $6.78 billion has
resulted in a $2.5 billion capital raising and a cut in
the final dividend to 80 cents per share.

The final dividend came in at $1.74 so next year it
could be as low as $1.60, which would still bring in
my average dividend yield at around 7%. But this
breaking news proves the point of Paul’s and my
story that we should expect lower yields. And imagine
if Bill Shorten had have got his way!

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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A surge in CSL sends our growth portfolio
higher
by Paul Rickard

 
October will go down as “CSL month” because a
9.6% rise in CSL’s share price made it Australia’s
second biggest stock by market capitalisation and
worked to temper overall losses for the share market
to just 0.4%. The growth portfolio was a huge
beneficiary, adding 1% in the month, while our
income portfolio, which doesn’t hold CSL, slipped by
0.7%.

In the tenth review for 2019, we look at how our
model income and growth portfolios performed in
October.

The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to equity portfolio construction. As the rule
sets applied are of critical importance, we provide a
quick recap on these. Also, it is important to note that
these portfolios are designed as “long only”. They
don’t allocate to “cash” and don’t represent a view
about the outright direction of the market.

Portfolio recap

In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and ‘Growth
Portfolio’
(see 
https://switzersuperreport.com.au/here-are-our-portfol
ios-for-2019/ )

The construction rules for the portfolios are:

we use a ‘top down approach’ looking at the
prospects for each of the industry sectors;
for the income portfolio, we introduce biases
that favour lower PE, higher yielding sectors;
so that we are not overly exposed to a market
move, in the major sectors (financials and
materials), our sector biases will not be more
than 33% away from index. For example, the

weighting of the ‘materials’ sector on the
S&P/ASX 200 is currently 18.9%, and under
this rule, our possible portfolio weighting is in
the range from 12.6% to 25.2% (i.e. plus or
minus one third or 6.3%);
we require 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), and have set a minimum
stock investment size of $3,000;
our stock universe is confined to the ASX 100.
This has important implications for the growth
portfolio, because the stocks with the best
medium term growth prospects will often
come from outside this group (the so called
‘small’ caps);
we  avoid stocks from industries where there
is a high level of exogenous risk, such as
airlines;
for the income portfolio, we prioritise stocks
that pay fully franked dividends and have a
consistent record of paying dividends; and
within a sector, the stocks are broadly
weighted to their respective index weights,
although there are some biases.

Overlaying these processes were our predominant
investment themes for 2019, which we expected to
be:

Economic growth to slow in the USA, Europe,
China and Japan, but not into recession
territory;
The US Fed moving to a more neutral stance
on US interest rates. If not pausing, only one
or two more hikes in 2019 (but no expectation
of rate decreases);
Interest rates in Australia to remain at
historically low levels, with the RBA unlikely to
move rates higher (but again, no expectation
of rate decreases);
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Australian dollar around  0.75 US cents but
with risk of breaking down if the US dollar
firms;
Oil price remaining well supported around
US$50 per barrel. Base metal and iron ore
prices to soften;
A positive lead from the US markets;
Growth in Australia  to ease to around 2.5%,
with no real pick-up in domestic inflation;
Housing prices in Australia to ease
moderately, but not collapse.

How did our portfolios perform?

The income portfolio is up by 20.03% and the
growth-oriented portfolio by 21.34% (see tables at the
end). Compared to the benchmark S&P/ASX 200
Accumulation Index (which adds back income from
dividends), the income portfolio has underperformed
the index by 2.09% and the growth-oriented portfolio
by 0.78%. 

Health care leads in October

On the back of a 9.6% gain by CSL and 7.2% by
Resmed, the health care sector surged by 7.6% in
October. In 2019, it is the best performing sector with
an astonishing return of 35.4%.

The industrials sector, led by leaders such as
Brambles, Transurban and Sydney Airport, also
performed strongly with a return of 3%. These sectors
acted as an offset to losses by the major sectors. The
biggest sector, financials, which comprises 31.6% of
the S&P/ASX 200 index by weighting, lost 2.8%. It
was dragged down by weakness in the major banks,
particularly ANZ. The second largest sector,
materials, which comes in with a weighting of 17.1%,
lost 1.9% as iron ore prices and other commodity
prices softened.

The information technology sector was the biggest
loser in October with a loss of 3.9% as the WAAAX
stocks (WiseTech, Altium, Appen, Afterpay and Xero)
came under some selling pressure.

All sectors are positive for the year. Interestingly, the
performance of the sectors is fairly even, with the gap
between the best performing sector (health care at
34.5%) and the worst performing sector (utilities at
16.0%) relatively narrow by historical standards.

Returns for the 11 industry sectors in October and
calendar 2019, plus their respecting weighting as part
of the ASX 200, are shown in the table below.

Income portfolio

On a sector basis, the income portfolio is moderately
overweight financials and utilities, and underweight
materials and health care (where there are no
medium or high yielding stocks in the ASX 100).
Otherwise, the sector biases are reasonably minor.

On paper, it is roughly index weight in industrials.
However, this exposure is being taken through toll
road operator Transurban, which isn’t your typical
industrial stock.

In the expectation that interest rates in Australia are
staying at record low levels, it has a defensive
orientation and a bias to yield style stocks. In a bull
market, we expect that the income portfolio will
underperform relative to the broader market due to
the underweight position in the more growth-oriented
sectors and the stock selection being more defensive,
and conversely in a bear market, it should moderately
outperform.

The portfolio is forecast to yield 5.78%, franked to
82.3%. The forecast yield is higher than would
normally be expected due to the payment by BHP of
a special dividend of $1.42 per share. When this is
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excluded, the yield drops back to 5.49%.

In October, the income portfolio returned -0.73%,
under[performing the market by 0.38%. Year to date,
it has returned 20.03% for a relative
underperformance of 2.09%. A key reason for the
underperformance has been the absence of any
healthcare stocks (the best performing sector on the
ASX).

The return includes both capital and income. On the
income side, the return (which includes dividends that
the portfolio is contractually entitled to) is currently
4.94%, franked to 88.4%. When final dividends from
the three major banks, Macquarie, Transurban,
Dexus and APA are received, the income return for
the year will exceed 6%.

No changes to the portfolio are contemplated at this
point in time. Woolworths, JB Hi-F, Transurban and
Wesfarmers are very expensive (the portfolio is a
‘long-only’ portfolio – if not, we would probably take
some profits and move to cash), and we continue to
monitor the position in Link closely.

The income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31
October 2019) is as follows:

¹Does not include the tax benefit of accepting the
Woolworths off-market share buyback

Growth portfolio

The growth portfolio is moderately overweight

financials and energy, and underweight materials,
consumer staples and real estate. Overall, the sector
biases are not strong.

The stock selection is marginally biased to companies
that will benefit from a falling Australian dollar – either
because they earn a major share of their revenue
offshore and/or report their earnings in US dollars.

In October, the portfolio returned 1% for a relative
outperformance of 1.35%. Year-to-date, it has
returned 21.34% for an underperformance of 0.76%.

A 9.6% spike in the price of CSL, together with strong
gains by Ramsay and Bluescope, drove the
outperformance in October. This more than offset the
weakness in the banks and major resource stocks.

We continue to monitor Link closely. JB Hi-Fi’s
performance has been extraordinary and we will give
some consideration to taking profits on this stock.
That aside, no other changes to the portfolio are
proposed at this point in time.

Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31
October 2019) is as follows:

¹ Aristocrat ($4,000) purchased 1/1/19 @ $21.84, sold
31/5/19 @ $29.12 for profit of $1,333
² Challenger ($4,000) purchased 1/1/19 @ $9.49,
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sold 31/5/19 @ $8.07 for loss of $599
³ Following sale of Aristocrat and Challenger,
proceeds re-invested on 31/5/19 into $3,734 NAB @
$26.49, $2,000 CSL @ $205.49 and $3,000
Bluescope @ $10.54.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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5 medical device ASX companies that look
promising
by James Dunn

 
There would be few investors focused on the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) who are
unaware that Australian medical device companies
Cochlear and ResMed are global leaders in their
respective spaces, hearing aids and obstructive sleep
apnoea (OSA) pumps and masks. Nanosonics, which
has developed an automated disinfection system for
ultrasound probes, is well on the way to joining that
duo as a heavyweight medical device player –
although NAN’s success appears to have pushed its
share price well past what analysts believe is fair
value. But there is no shortage of other medical
device companies on the ASX that are advancing
their products. Here is a look at 5 promising
situations. 

1. Medical Developments (MVP, $5.94)
Market capitalisation: $390 million
Revenue: $20.9 million FY19
Profit: $1 million FY19
Dividend: 4 cents FY19
Three-year total return: 5.3% a year
Analysts’ consensus valuation: $7.05 (Thomson
Reuters)

 Anyone who has experienced a painful injury or
suffered a traumatic accident would be familiar with
the “green whistle,” an inhaler that, after a few puffs,
provides instant pain relief.

This pain management product is Australian. Known
as Penthrox, it is made in Melbourne by Medical
Developments Limited (MVP). Penthrox is a
fast-acting, non-narcotic analgesic that can be
self-administered, as well as used during short
surgical procedures – such as dental and cosmetic
surgery – as well as in other medical applications.
MVP says 85% of patients reach “clinical analgesia”
(the inability to feel pain) within six to 10 breaths.

Penthrox has been used by hospitals, ambulances,
the Australian Defence Force, national sporting
leagues, surf lifesavers and other emergency
services for more than 30 years. It is currently sold in
more than 30 countries.

MVP is making a good fist of its ambition to globalise
Penthrox, and make it the mainstream analgesic of
choice around the world. It is currently going through
the assessment process in the US, by the FDA –
which would be the game-changer – as well as
regulatory submissions in China, Russia, Taiwan,
Vietnam and South Korea. Not only is Penthrox a
non-opiate analgesic, MVP says that clinical evidence
proves that it is superior to intra-venous (IV) morphine
and other opioid analgesics – which is a great story to
be able to tell, to put it mildly.

On the crucial FDA application, MVP says it has a
“clear pathway forward” to open an investigative new
drug (IND) application – the company says its FDA
IND approval target is for the first half of FY20 (that
is, by the end of the year). MVP is banking on the
FDA taking notice of the fact that Penthrox has been
recommended as the “First-Line” analgesic in
trauma medication throughout Europe, in a new
“standard-of-care paper” that MVP believes will
prove a cornerstone to building the global acceptance
of Penthrox. In China, the IND application was lodged
in August and MVP expects a decision from the
Chinese authorities before the end of the year.

MVP also manufactures and sells a range of
world-leading asthma respiratory devices. In the US,
the company recently agreed a 4,600-store rollout of
Walmart-branded products, and launched a trial
program with 200 CVS stores (CVS is the largest
single operator of pharmacies in the US, with more
than 9,950 stores.)
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2. EMVision Medical Devices (EMV, 85 cents)
Market capitalisation: $49 million
Revenue: No
Profit: No
Three-year total return: n/a
Analysts’ consensus valuation: n/a

Listed in December 2018 at 25 cents, EMVision has
been welcomed by the stock market, which has
pushed it to 85 cents. The medical device firm’s main
product is a brain scanner, used to diagnose and
monitor stroke and traumatic brain injury. EMVision
has unveiled its prototype portable brain scanner,
which will allow doctors to conduct scans on stroke
patients from virtually any location, at the “point of
care.” The device works by attaching a lightweight
headset to patients, which transmits safe, low-power
electromagnetic signals into the brain: these
interactions in the brain are then picked up by AI
software, which reconstructs and displays an image
on the screen to guide diagnosis.

The portable unit is designed for use by emergency
response paramedic teams, but also suits any
hospital, being able to be moved around wards, and it
also has huge potential for rural medical centres.
EMVision says its device will enable clinicians to
make crucial decisions earlier, allowing them to
classify stroke sub-types and improve patient
outcomes. The prototype unit is scheduled to begin a
clinical trial at Brisbane’s Princess Alexandra
Hospital before year-end.

At present, EMV is in a trading halt pending an
announcement.

3. SomnoMed (SOM, $2.99)
Market capitalisation: $174 million
Revenue: $58.9 million FY19
Profit: $0.5 million FY19
Three-year total return: –9.2% a year
Analysts’ consensus valuation: $2.78 (Thomson
Reuters)

While ASX healthcare heavyweights ResMed (RMD)
and the New Zealand-based Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare (FPH) are major world players in the
US$8 billion ($11.8 billion) obstructive sleep apnoea
(OSA) market, with their continuous positive airways
pressure (CPAP) pumps and face-masks, SomnoMed

tackles the same problem from a different angle, with
its continuous open airway therapy (COAT) approach.
SomnoMed produces a mouthguard-style device
called SomnoDent, which is a “mandibular
advancement splint” that works against OSA by
moving the patient’ lower jaw slightly forward,
keeping the airway open at all times.

SomnoMed is benefiting from a re-assessment of
CPAP as the “gold standard” treatment, as
increasingly, studies show that “adherence” – that is,
wearing the CPAP masks at all times while sleeping –
is a problem for sufferers: the company cites a major
study that shows that about half of CPAP patients
stop wearing the masks after six months. With its
COAT device more comfortable for the patient,
SomnoMed argues, the compliance improves and
thus the clinical effectiveness of the treatment
improves.

The company sells its mouthguards in 28 countries
and has treated 500,000 patients. In FY19, revenue
rose by 12%, to $59 million, with North American
revenue up 11%, Europe up 13% and Asia-Pacific up
16%. Underlying EBITDA (earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortisation) grew by 27%, to
$4.9 million. SomnoMed broke through for net profit
of $522,000.

This year, SomnoMed has given guidance for
revenue growth of 14%–17%, to $67 million–$69
million, and an EBITDA lift of 26%–34%, to $6.3
million–$6.7 million. Part of the boost expected this
financial year is the launch of the new product, the
digitally manufactured SomnoDent Avant
mouthguard, which is made from mouth impressions
taken with intra-oral scanners: the Avant promises to
be even more comfortable for users to wear, and
SomnoMed says this will boost patient compliance
even more. On Thomson Reuters’ collation of
forecasts, analysts expect net profit to surge to $3.5
million this year and $4.4 million in FY21, but
dividends aren’t expected in that period.

SomnoMed is a very promising stock, but the market
appears to have pushed the price past fair value.

4. Compumedics (CMP, 71.5 cents)
Market capitalisation: $127 million
Revenue: $41.5 million FY19
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Profit: $4 million FY19
Dividend: 4 cents FY19
Three-year total return: –4.5% a year
Analysts’ consensus valuation: 95 cents
(Thomson Reuters)

Still in the sleep field,
Melbourne-based Compumedics has become a
global market leader in sleep and brain diagnostics.
Compumedics owns the US-based Neuroscan and
Germany’s DWL Elektronische (which gives the
company its Doppler transcranial scan capacity: that
is, ultrasounds to detect vascular systems within the
brain). The company’s capabilities range across
sleep diagnosis (in particular, its cloud-based sleep
diagnostics platform, NeXus 360), and its core
diagnostic medical devices business, encompassing
technology such as clinical electro-encephalogram
(EEG) scans, magneto-encephalography (MEG)
scans, brain monitoring and ultra-sonic blood-flow
systems.

In FY19, Compumedics lifted revenue by 12% to
$41.5 million and net profit by 43% to $4 million. Cash
on hand improved to $4.6 million for FY19 compared
to $3.9 million for FY18. Given the key growth
opportunities it is targeting, the company has issued
FY20 guidance for revenue to increase to $42
million–$44 million and net profit to come in at $4
million–$5 million. A dividend of 0.8 cents is expected
in FY20, increasing to 1.3 cents in FY21, supported
by EPS of 3 cents and 5.3 cents respectively
(compared to 2.3 cents in FY19.) Although not widely
covered, Compumedics appears to be on a growth
path, with the lone analyst valuing the stock of 95
cents.

5. Osprey Medical (OSP, 4.2 cents)
Market capitalisation: $9 million
Revenue: Yes
Profit: No
Three-year total return: –53.6% a year
Analysts’ consensus valuation: 24.7 cents
(Thomson Reuters)

Osprey Medical is in the opposite boat to SomnoMed,
in that the shares have steadily headed south for the
last three years, despite having a technology that
performs well, in a situation of large unmet need.
Osprey’s core technology was developed at the

Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute in Melbourne,
to address problems caused by the X-ray-visible dye
that cardiologists inject during common heart
procedures such as stenting and angioplasty. The
dye is used as a contrast medium to help the doctors
“see through” certain body parts and interpret the
X-rays better. But the dyes are toxic and thus
hazardous to patients with vulnerable kidneys, who
can suffer of dye-related kidney damage known as
contrast-induced acute kidney injury (CI-AKI). This
can affect up to 30% of patients, and badly: it can
lead to permanent kidney injury, which can result in
patients requiring short-term dialysis, but in some
cases, it can result in permanent kidney failure and
even death.

Osprey’s DyeVert technology reduces the amount of
dye reaching the patients’ kidneys by up to 40%, with
no impact on image quality. DyeVert was cleared for
sale in the US by the Food & Drug Administration
(FDA) in November 2015: although a major trial failed
to demonstrate formal clinical evidence of DyeVert’s
efficacy, the FDA cleared Osprey to use its main
marketing claims, relating to dye savings, image
quality and reflux (leaking dye) reduction. The FDA
recognises DyeVert as the only product that can
reduce dye usage without compromising image
quality, and allow for real-time monitoring of contrast
dose.

The DyeVert technology range is cleared for sale in
the US, Europe and Australia. The company appears
to be gaining traction: the June quarter of 2019 saw
63% growth in DyeVert unit sales over June 2018, a
19% increase in new hospitals purchasing, and 53%
revenue growth. Osprey says the total addressable
market is worth US$1.65 billion ($2.4 billion) a year,
and that the CI-AKI problem is growing – but its
market penetration so far is less than 5%. Osprey has
$23 million of cash on hand and no debt. Analysts
see big scope for revenue growth in FY20 and FY21
but Osprey is still going to make losses (although
decreasing). Earnings per share (EPS) and dividends
are a long way off. At 4.2 cents, OSP has endured a
long share price decline from levels above 80 cents
four years ago. That has left a lot of disappointed
investors, but has worked in the favour of current
bargain-hunters.

Important: This content has been prepared without
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taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
Recommendation upgrades and downgrades for
ASX-listed entities were roughly in balance during the
week ending on Friday, 1st November 2019.
FNArena counted 11 and 12 respectively.

The not-so-good news is that less than half of all
upgrades only moved to Neutral/Hold (5 out of the 11)
but then only four of the 12 downgrades sunk to a
Sell.

The fourth profit warning during this calendar year
delivered Costa Group two fresh Sell ratings. On the
positive side, gold producer Regis Resources was
upgraded twice to Buy, while struggling scrap trader
Sims Metal Management also received two upgrades,
one to Buy and one to Neutral.

A small number of stocks enjoyed sizeable increases
to earnings forecasts, led by Senex Energy, Viva
Energy and Fortescue Metals. ResMed, fresh from
another quarterly that beat market expectations, sits
fourth on the week’s table for positive revisions.

No surprise, Sims Metal and Costa Group -both
issuers of multiple profit warnings this year- take the
wooden spoon honours for changes to earnings
estimates, followed by Sandfire Resources, Newcrest
Mining, Qantas and Blackmores.

The banks are not having a great season either, with
Westpac announcing a -15% dividend cut on Monday
morning, after ANZ Bank lowered its franking level to
70%. This puts the market’s background debate
about Value vs Growth in a different perspective vis a
vis overseas markets, especially since Macquarie
Group’s result on Friday was well-received.

So was Orica’s, vindicating the strong share price
performance since May. This week and next will bring
more earnings results updates with representatives

from both Value and Growth sides featuring
prominently. See also the Corporate Results Monitor
on the website.

Volatility guaranteed?

In the good books

ADELAIDE BRIGHTON LIMITED (ABC) was
upgraded to Neutral from Sell by UBS B/H/S: 0/3/3

The pullback in housing and construction activity has
made it a tough 2019 for Adelaide Brighton, UBS
notes. The latest data suggest approvals are
bottoming but the floor in commencements has not
yet been reached, implying more margin pressure
ahead. However with approvals and house prices
rising, the risk of missing 2019 earnings guidance is
diminishing, the broker suggests. Upgrade to Neutral
from Sell. Target falls to $3.00 from $3.15.

AGL ENERGY LIMITED (AGL) was upgraded to
Hold from Reduce by Morgans B/H/S: 0/4/3

First quarter generation output was 5% higher than
the prior corresponding period and Morgans lifts
estimates for the first half result. The broker
envisages several issues in the medium term in the
electricity market, as fuel costs increase and
speculation mounts about the future of the Portland
smelter. However, the company’s extensive vertical
integration and hedging should insulate earnings from
major swings in the electricity spot market over the
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next 12 months and the broker upgrades to Hold from
Reduce, raising the target to $17.45 from $16.86.

REGIS RESOURCES LIMITED (RRL) was
upgraded to Add from Hold by Morgans B/H/S:
4/3/0

Morgans changes analysts and, given recent share
price weakness, upgrades to Add from Hold. The
company’s strategy has been to grow organically
and optimise current operations. Guidance has been
met for the past five years and, the broker observes,
costs are among the lowest in the industry. The
strong growth pipeline includes McPhillamys, which
will add around 50% to the production profile once
operational. Morgans reduces the target to $5.41
from $5.51.

SCENTRE GROUP (SCG) was upgraded to
Accumulate from Hold by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 2/1/2

Specialty sales growth was 1.8% in the September
quarter, a 50 basis points increase on June. Ord
Minnett observes Scentre Group has defensive
income, improving retail sales and a superior portfolio
to Vicinity Centres (VCX). The management business
is also considered more valuable and the broker
switches preferences, upgrading its rating to
Accumulate from Hold. Target is steady at $4.30.

WOOLWORTHS LIMITED (WOW) was upgraded to
Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie B/H/S:
0/3/2

Macquarie notes supermarket like-for-like sales were
up 6.6% in the first quarter and well ahead of rival
Coles (COL). Nevertheless, this was at the lower
bounds of market expectations. The company has
admitted to underpaying 5700 salaried staff and
remediation costs of -$200-300m are envisaged.
Macquarie notes Woolworths was already facing
higher enterprise bargaining costs so the review will
put further upward pressure on the wages bill. The
broker rolls forward its model and upgrades to Neutral
from Underperform. Target is raised to $37.00 from
$29.90.

In the not-so-good books

BLACKMORES LIMITED (BKL) was downgraded

to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 0/3/3

Credit Suisse notes Blackmores has rejuvenated its
management ranks. China has been elevated to the
status of having a direct CEO reporting to the
company. The broker believes this could be a
turnaround story and mulls whether there could even
be a takeover. Blackmores has stated it is looking for
a partner to help develop the Chinese business.
Growth is expected to resume in FY21 after
restructuring changes, amid benefits from a new
factory and a full year of cost reductions. Rating is
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Credit
Suisse maintains a target of $69.

JAPARA HEALTHCARE LIMITED (JHC) was
downgraded to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett
B/H/S: 0/3/0

Following the interim report from the Royal
Commission Into Residential Aged Care, Ord Minnett
downgrades to Lighten from Hold. Target is steady at
$1. The broker is concerned that Japara
Healthcare’s higher cost base leaves it more
exposed to the sector’s issue of income vs expenses
growth. Spending on new facilities will mean gearing
continues to rise at a time when earnings are
contracting.

NOVONIX LIMITED (NVX) was downgraded to
Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 0/1/0

The company has exhibited a strong performance in
the September quarter, Morgans observes, in
anticipation of its first customer contract for the
synthetic graphite product. The broker expects the
first 500tpa of production capacity will be
commissioned in the current half-year and this will
mean the company is likely to need funds to secure
the period between commissioning and full-scale
production. The broker requires clarity on a funding
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package along with customer demand in order to
re-assess its view and downgrades to Hold from
Speculative Buy. Target is $0.65.

REGIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED (REG) was
downgraded to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett
B/H/S: 1/2/1

Ord Minnett notes the interim report from the Royal
Commission Into Residential Aged Care was more
critical than previously anticipated, raising the
potential for more radical recommendations in the
final report. The broker had also not expected
commissioners to clearly oppose any funding boost
ahead of their recommendations. As the stock is
trading close to valuation, the broker downgrades
Regis Healthcare to Hold from Buy. Target is $3.15.

RHINOMED LIMITED (RNO) was downgraded to
Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 0/1/0

First quarter revenue was below expectations amid
continued volatility in cash flow. Morgans continues to
take a cautious approach to the upside potential in
the Columbia Care partnership. Given changes to
forecasts, and the dilution from the recent capital
raising, the target is lowered to $0.28 from $0.38.
While remaining positive about the long-term view,
the broker recognises increasing investor fatigue
regarding the time being taken to achieve breakeven.
Rating is downgraded to Hold from Speculative Buy.

VICINITY CENTRES (VCX) was downgraded to
Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 0/4/1

The share price has risen 7% in the past month and
Ord Minnett switches retail preferences, believing
Scentre Group (SCG) has a better portfolio. The
broker downgrades to Hold from Accumulate. Target
is steady at $2.80.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances.
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My “HOT” stock
by Maureen Jordan

 
Like

Michael McCarthy likes coal miner and oil and gas
producer New Hope Corp (NHC).
“NHC is set for state government approval for its
Acland stage 3 project after the Queensland Court of
Appeal dismissed an action from Oakley Coal,” he
said.

“Trading on a modest multiple, its share price is
50%+ down from its 2019 high.

“One for those who like buying straw hats in winter,”
he adds.

Source: Google

Dislike

On the other hand, Michael doesn’t like building
products group CSR (CSR). ‘CSR’s shares jumped
last week after management unveiled a lift in headline
profit and a 4 cent special dividend,” he said.
“However, the previous year’s profit was affected by
write downs, continuing revenue slipped 4%, and
core earnings dropped 18%.

“I’m happy to take profits on post-result strength in
light of weaker operations.

“Its chart looks troubling, with repeated failures at
$4.40,” he adds.

Source: Google

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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